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1. Introduction. Let N denote the set {0, 1, 2, 3, • • •} of all natural 
numbers. By a tree we shall here mean the graph of a partial number-
theoretic function f having the properties: (1) pfQ òf where 
pf denotes the range of / and 8f denotes the domain of / ; and (2) 
( Vx) [xEpf^ (ìy)(fy(x) = fy + l(x))], where we define f(x) 
= x and fn + l(x) = f(f(x)) for all nGN and all x G Of If 
f~l(x) is finite for all x Gip/, we say that the tree is finite-branching. 
The reader should note that other authors generally use the term tree 
in senses slightly different from the above. We shall say that a tree is 
semicomputable if it is the graph of a partial recursive function / 
having properties (1) and (2). (Thus, we call a tree semicomputable 
in place of calling it recursively enumerable.) Iff is a partial number-
theoretic function with properties (1) and (2) and if T is the graph of 
f then T is said to be a non-trivial tree just in case T has at least one 
infinite branch; i.e., T is non-trivial provided there exists a one-to-one 
function g : N-> N such that /(g(0)) = g(0) & (Vn) [/(g(n + 1)) = 
g(n)]. (We shall usually identify a branch of T with the set of "nodes" 
occurring along it; i.e., with pg where g is a one-to-one function such 
that {(g(n),/(g(n))) | n £ 8g} = the branch in question.) Thus, a 
non-trivial semicomputable tree is the graph of what has elsewhere 
been called a special regressing function (see, for example, [ 1] ). 

By a A2 function we mean a function f:N-*N such that the 
graph of / is explicitly definable in both 2-quantifier forms in the 
arithmetical hierarchy; equivalently, in view of the Kleene-Post 
theorem, f is A2 <=> / is recursive in the degree 0 1 of the halting 
problem. Let T0 and Tl be trees, corresponding respectively to partial 
number-theoretic functions f0 and fx; then we say that T0 is a Tx-
skeleton, and write T0 -3 T1? provided that (a) if a is any infinite set 
regressed by fy then a has exactly one infinite subset ß regressed by 
/B, and (b) 8 / o C a / i & ( Vx)[x G 8/0 =* /0(x) Gjf(x)], where 
fi(x) = {x, fi(x), fi(fi(x))9 • ' } . (In the context of this definition, 
the words "regressed by fi* do not carry the requirement that fx be 
partial recursive. Thus, here, "a is an infinite set regressed by fi' 
simply means that there is a one-to-one function g : N—> N such that 
Pg = «&/ i (g (0» = g(0) & (Vn)[/,(g(n + 1)) = g(n)], and simi-
larly for f0 and ß.) If , given T0 -3 Tx, there is a fixed recursively 
enumerable set y such that in (a) we always have a — ß = a f l y , then 
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we say that T0 is a uniformly co-enumerable 7\ -skeleton, and we write 
T0 -3+ TV (Naturally, we are interested in the relations T0 -3 TV T0 

-3 + T\ only in case T\ is non-trivial.) Clearly, both -3 and -3 + are 
transitive relations. Let T be a tree determined by a partial number-
theoretic function f and let a function g : N—» N be given. We shall 
say that T is g-dominant c^d^(Vn)[(n G 8f&cf(n) ^ n & n lies 
on at least one infinite branch of T) =>n> g(/(n))]. 

Our basic result is that for every non-trivial semicomputable tree 
T and every A2 function g there exists a g-dominant semicomputable 
tree Tg (finite-branching if T is finite-branching) such that Tg -3 + T. 
Various applications to the theory of the regressive isols are exhibited 
in §3; in particular, the main theorem of [ 14] is derived as a rather 
easy corollary. All unexplained (and non-self-explanatory) special 
notation and terminology appearing in §§ 2 and 3 should be read in 
accordance with the conventions of [13, §1], with the following ex
ceptions: the notations <pe and <pe

s of [13] are here replaced by <pe
l 

and (pe1^ respectively, this change being made to eliminate a minor 
ambiguity from the notational scheme of [ 13] ; also, we stipulate 
<p0

1 = the identity function. 
In addition to the applications to be considered in §3 of this paper, 

there are a number of applications (to be presented in a subsequent 
article) to the class of universal regressive isols. These isols were first 
studied by Ellentuck, in some unpublished notes circulated by him 
around 1968. Ellentuck has since obtained a variety of interesting 
results about such isols, including some which have appeared in 
[ 11]. We conclude this introduction by mentioning a theorem 
which can, as we shall demonstrate in our later article, rather easily 
be derived with the aid of the procedures used in proving Theorem 2.2 
below: let a be a recursively enumerable degree such that a1 = 011, 
and let (P, ^ ) be a countable partial order; then there exists a re
cursively enumerable family <lt of co-simple universal regressive isols, 
each of degree a, such that (i) the closure of ^U under finite sums 
consists entirely of regressive isols and (ii) (P, ^ ) can be order-
imbedded into IX. Indeed, this can be proven in such a way as to 
answer, at the same time, a question about ^ A_, <A_ embeddings 
indicated on p. 636 of [ 11]. Ellentuck's work on universal isols 
contains many other interesting results less closely related to the 
methodology of the present paper. 

2. The basic theorem: existence of g-dominant, semicomputable, 
uniformly co-enumerable T-skeletons, for all g G A2. 

2.1. LEMMA (SHOENFIELD, [18]). If g is a A2 function then there 
exists a recursive function g0 : N X N—> N such that (Vx)[limy_>00g0 

(x, y) exists and is equal to g(x)]. 
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2.2. THEOREM. Let g be a A2 function, and let Tl be a non-trivial 
semicomputable tree. Then there exists a g-dominant semicomputable 
tree T0 such that T0 -3+ T\. Moreover, T0 is finite-branching ifTY is. 

PROOF. Let g0, a recursive function of two variables, be related to g 
as in Lemma 2.1. In all that follows, the notations f*(x) and f(x) 
(for an arbitrary partial number-theoretic function f satisfying (1) 
and (2) of §1, and for an arbitrary x G ôf) shall have the meanings 
assigned them in [13, §1]. Let fx be the partial recursive function 
to which T\ corresponds as graph. We shall assume, for convenience, 
that O^ßdfi; this entails no genuine loss of generality. Since T^ is 
semicomputable (i.e., since fx is partial recursive), there exists a 
recursive function h such that ( Vn) [ 6<p £(n) = {y | y G. ôfi &/i*(t/) 
= n}] ; that is to say, the "levels" of Tl form a recursively enumerable 
sequence of pairwise-disjoint r.e. sets. We shall employ an infinite 
array (Ay)°i=o,j=o °f approximation markers, an infinite array 
(Xij)°°i=oj=o °f reservation tags, and (an unlimited supply of copies 
of) a special barrier marker !B. The markers Ay are given an (se
quential) ordering by the rule that A** has higher priority than 
Amn ^df7T2(k,&) < n"2(m> n)> where n2 is a fixed one-to-one recursive 
function from N X N onto N; for reasons of technical convenience, we 
stipulate that 7r2(0, 0 ) = 0 and that TT2 is increasing separately in each 
of its variables. Here and throughout the remainder of the paper, 
we shall denote by Wn the set 8<pn

l, n G N. Thus Wn is the n-th recur
sively enumerable subset of N, in a standard enumeration of the class 
of all such subsets. Let li be a two-place recursive function such that 
( Vn) [pkn = dfpk(n> y) — W^(n) ] . We are now ready to describe the 
stage-by-stage construction by means of which T0 is to be obtained 
from TV In this construction, we shall define T0 by stages as the 
graph of a partial recursive function p0 having the property that 
Spo Ç 8 / i & ( V x ) [ x G Ôp0 =>p0(x)G f^x)]. We let A*, denote 0 
if the marker Ay is not attached to any number at the conclusion of 
stage s; otherwise, we take \sy = the position of Ay (i.e., the number 
to which Ay is attached) at the end of Stage s. (It will be clear from 
the construction that no approximation marker ever occupies more 
than one position at a time, so that X*y is well-defined; moreover, it 
will be evident that for each fixed pair (i0,j0) of numbers the value of 
\s

ioJo changes at most twice as s—> » and that (VÄ) (Vi) (V;) [X*y > 0 
=> (3u) (3u>) [X -̂ = Tt(t*, u;)] ].) Finally, we let p0* denote the partial 
number-theoretic function whose graph is that portion T0

S of T0 which 
has been defined by the end of Stage s. (When we have finished de
scribing the construction, it will be obvious that TV is a finite set 
whose exact contents can be determined effectively from s.) 
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Stage 0. Attach A00 to ^(0,0), set T0° = {(£(0,0), £(0,0))}, and go 
to Stage 1. 

Stage s + 1. We shall divide our procedure into a series of three 
steps. 

Step A. First, let us suppose that (3e) (3k) (3SL) [e^ s + 1 & k ^ s 
+ l & £ g « + l&0<ASk&0<x;+i,il&<AJ+ifJl,AJfc> E ÏV&gofÀJfc,«)^ 
^S + i.d- I n t n i s event, let (A ô/to* Ago+i,i0) be the lexicographi
cally least marker-pair (Aefc,Ae+1Ä>, in terms of the 7r2-ordering of 
(Afj) iloj=o> s u c n that e, k, and £ satisfy the foregoing condition. (Note 
that least here means of highest priority. When our description of the 
construction is complete, it will be clear that \ ^ is a recursive function 
of s, i, and j , and that there exists a recursive function £ such that ( Vs) [£($) 
= max{7r2(i,j) I Mj > 0}]. Hence the bound s H- 1 on the quantifiers in 
the statement of the condition can, if we so desire, be dispensed with.) 
We attack Aeok0, as follows. Give a barrier marker !B to t0, where t0 = 
(fjLt)[(3u)(kseo + hio = k(t,u))] = the unique t such that (3u)[A*0+Mo = 
k(ty u)] ; and give a !B also to each number m such that either (3<jr) (3u) 
[k(t0, u)G p0

s(k(m, q))] or (3q) (3M) (3IÜ) (3D) [m bears the reservation 
tag ^wvàcTc(t0ìu) Gp^(k(w,q))]. (Note that the last of these two 
alternatives includes the case: (3v)[m bears the reservation tag Xt0v] •) 
Now, if z is any one of the numbers which have just been given barrier 
markers and if r is a member of pkz such that (3i) (3j) [r = x y , then 
we remove from r whichever approximation marker A*, has been 
found to be attached to it. Next, take h0 to be the smallest number h 
such that ( V£) [ (i currently bears a reservation tag or a barrier marker, 
or some element of pkz currently bears or has formerly borne an 
approximation marker) => h > £] . (When our description of the con
struction is complete, it will be evident that h0 can be effectively com
puted from s.) Give h0 the reservation tag X\$e0k0,wo> where w0 = (jiw) 
[the tag %><s

eoko,w0 has not previously been used in the construction]. 
(When our description is complete, it will be clear that (n G pp0

s => 
n G ôp0

s) & (n G 8pos => (3t) (3i) (3j) [ f g s & n = x y ) ; hence, we 
see that no member of pkho can be a member of 8p0

s U pp0
s U 

{x | (3t) (3i) (3/) [ ^ s & i £ I V & j G N & x = A$J }.) Now proceed 
to Step B. 

If, on the other hand, no such triple (e, k,l) exists, go directly to 
Step B without altering the situations of any markers or tags. 

Step B. If there is no number j such that (3y) [(j>y) G T0
S] & 

-l (3z) [j ^ zac (z,j) E 7V] &/i*(/) does not currently bear a 
!B and no number currently bears a reservation tag of the form XjV, 
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we proceed directly to Step C. Otherwise, let j 0 be the smallest j such 
that (3y) \{j,y) G T0'] & -. (3z) [7 ^ z & <z,j> G T„'] &/i*(/) 
does not currently bear a !B and no number currently bears a reserva
tion tag of the form XjV. (When the construction has been fully de
scribed, it will be clear that neither SB's nor reservation tags are ever 
removed; hence, it will be seen that the word "currently" is not essen
tial in the specification ofj0.) Let m0 be the smallest number m such 
that (Vn) [(n currently bears a reservation tag or a barrier marker, or 
some element of pkn currently bears or has formerly borne an approxi
mation marker) => m> n ] . (Thus, we here specify m0 exactly as we 
did h0 in Step A.) Give ra0 the reservation tag Xj0v0 where v0 = 
(fjiv) [ Xj0v has not previously been used in the construction] ; then 
proceed to Step C. 

Step C. We consider pk(s + l)o. If (s 4- 1)0 currently bears a !B or 
if (s 4- 1)0 does not currently bear any reservation tag, then, provided 
(s + l)o > 0, we set T0

S +l = T0
S and proceed to Stage s + 2. If (s + 1)0 

= 0 & -i (3o>) [ « ; S s + 1 &X(0, w) (J: 8p0
s], then again we set 

7V + 1 = 7V and go on to Stage s + 2. If (« + 1)0 = 0 & (3u>) [w g 
s+ 1 &ìt(0, w) $ 8pos], w e l e t w\ = (pu>) [w = s 4- 1 &£(0, a;) $ 
8p</] j then we define T0

S + 1 = T0
S U {<Tt(0, u^x), Tfc(0, tUx))}, attach 

AoU;1 to 1c(0,Wi), and proceed to Stage s + 2. Finally, suppose that 
(5 + 1)0 > 0 and (s 4- 1)0 does not currently bear a S , but (s 4- 1)0 does 
currently bear some reservation tag. Then, as will be clear when our 
account of the construction is complete, there exists just one number 
y, say t/0, such that (3M) [(S + 1)0 bears the tag Xyu] • If there is no 
number n ^ s 4- 1 such that Tt((« 4- 1)0, n) $ Sp0

s & !/o €E /i(&((* + 
l)o, n)), we set T0

S + I = T0
5 and go on to Stage «4 -2 . Otherwise, let 

n0= (fin)[nês+ 1 &*((* + 1)0, n) $ 8p0* &J/o e / i ( * ( ( * + l)o,n))] • 
Let z0 be the uniquely determined number 2; such that (3D) [t/0 = 
ks

zv] ; when we have concluded our description of the construction, it 
will be plain that there exists exactly one such z corresponding to t/0. 
(The existence of at least one such z is assured, since otherwise either 
(s 4- l)o would currently bear a ß i n virtue of an application of Step A 
or else no reservation tag of the form XyoU would as yet have been 
given to (s 4- 1)0; uniqueness is simply a matter of no two approxima
tion markers ever occupying the same position.) Attach AZo + l£/o to 
Tc((s 4- 1)0, no), where q0 = (fiq) [AZo + itq has not previously been used 
in the construction]. Set T0

s + l = T0
S Ù {(k((s 4- 1)0, %) , t/0)} and go 

to Stage s 4- 2. 

That completes our description of the construction of the sequence 
(T0

S) °°s=0; the finishing touch is to set T0 = Us T0
S. It is obvious from 
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the construction that T0, so defined, is the graph of a partial recursive 
function p 0 such that 8p0 G 8/1 ; moreover, it is clear that (Vac) 
[x G 8p0 => p0(x) G fx(x)] &cpp0G8p0. Thus T0 is a semicomput-
able tree, since 7\ is. Furthermore, from what has just been said we 
see that T0 satisfies condition (b) for being a Tx -skeleton. Next, we 
observe that lim^ooXi, exists for all pairs (i,j). Indeed, since an 
approximation marker other than A0o can be attached only during 
Step C of Stage s + 1 (for some s) and then only if it has not previous
ly been used in the construction, and since (obviously) A0o is never 
detached after Stage 0, we readily see that the set of all markers 
Aij separates into three mutually exclusive subsets: M0 = df{Mj IA», 
is never attached during the construction}; Mx = ^{A^ | A*, = A0o 
or Aij becomes permanently attached during Step C of some stage 
s + 1}; and, finally, M2 = dfi^ij \&ij *s (necessarily permanently) 
removed during Step A of Stage s + 1, for some s}. Thus, for any 
fixed pair (i0,jo) ^ (0,0), the total number of values which ks

ioJo 

assumes as s—> 00 is one if AioJO G M0 and two if AioJO G Mi U M2; 
while the total number of changes of value undergone by X*^ as 
s—> 00 is zero if AioJO G M0, one if Aioj0 G M1? and two iiAioJO G M2. 
Hence certainly lim^ocX^ exists for all pairs (i,j). We shall hence
forth denote limÄ_>ooA1j by X .̂ Now, it is clear from the manner in 
which the barrier marker ß is used to "kill" potentially infinite 
branches of T0 that every branch of T0 is either finite or of the form 
{knyn \n GN} for some sequence j / 0 , yl9 y2, • • \ Hence, if x G 8p0 

& x j£ poix) & x belongs to at least one infinite branch of T0 then 
there must be numbers k0,j0, and £0 such that x = Afc0 + i j0 &Po(x) 
= ^kGi0> Now observe that, since (Vn) (Vra) [n ^ m => pkn D pkm 

= <f>] &(Vx) [lims_^oogo(^,s) exists], a given marker Aek can be 
attacked only finitely many times. Therefore x > g(p0(x)), since other
wise Step A would eventually force A^ + i j to be permanently re
moved from x. Thus T0 is g-dominant. Somewhat more tedious is the 
proof that if fY regresses an infinite set a then p0 regresses ß for some 
infinite set/3 Ç. a. Suppose that a0, ax, a2, • • * is a sequence of numbers 
for which fi(a0) = a0 & (Vn) [/i(ön+1) = an] ; i.e., suppose that 
{ai I i G N} is an infinite branch of Tv Then, in view of Stage 0, Step 
C of Stage 5 + 1 , and the fact that (s + 1)0 = 0 for infinitely many 
numbers s, we have (is) (3y) [a0 = \$y = X0y & (a0, a0) G T0

S]. Let 
s0 be the smallest such s, and y0 the (uniquely determined) correspond
ing y. Now assume, for the sake of an induction, that there exist a num
ber sm, a finite sequence j/0> " * *> J/m (reducing to a one-term sequence 
t/0 in case m = 0), and a corresponding subsequence aio, • * ',aim of 
{a{ I i G N} such that aio = a0 & (V;) [0 ^ j» ^ m => a .̂ = X^1 = Xjyj] 
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& <ao, a0) G To"» & ( Mj) [ 0 < j ^ m - <a4j, a ^ ) G 7 > ] . Then, 
in view of Steps B and C, there must exist some number ~sl > sm 

such that at the conclusion of Stage lx we have (3k) [Am+isfc is at
tached to some number w for which aim EL fx(w) & p0

si(w) = aim]. 
Now, it may happen that, on account of Step A, fi*(tv) receives a !B 
at some stage ~s2

 m * n e construction; however, if this occurs then 
some number h> f\*(w) receives a reservation tag Xaimi> for some 
£, at Stage ~s2. Clearly, we have ~s2 = *i (since attaching a !B to x 
forces removal of all approximation markers which happen to be 
attached to members of pkx, and since no barrier marker is ever re
moved); so, there will be a stage s3 ,s3 è s2 = «i, at which Step C com
pels us to attach a marker of the form A m + i y to some number z G pkh 
and place the pair (z,aim) in T0

7s3. pkh may later cease, in virtue of 
the exigencies of Step A, to be a source of new p0-preimages of aim; 
if so, however, then it is subsequently replaced (in the manner just 
indicated for pkft*(W) ) by some new source, pkr> of such preimages. 
This process of "changing our minds about the set of desirable p0-
preimages of aim" can be iterated only finitely often, since (i) 
lim$_> oog0(aim ,s) exists and (ii) the sets pkx, x G N, are mutually dis
joint. Hence, there must be a stage s' > sm such that (3/) [A£[+ij 
= Am+ij G 8fi &aim = po*'(^m+u)] • I* *s easily seen by inspec
tion of the construction that there is in fact a uniquely determined j , 
say j i , such that A£UU = X ro+1J G oft & aim = p0

s'(\£+u). 
Moreover, there is a uniquely determined number £, say £1? such that 
X m + l j l Epk^. Now, since {a{ | i G N] is an infinite branch of 7\, 
there exists a uniquely determined index t, say tx, such that at G pkt. 
Since A m + 1 j ! is permanently attached to a member of pkil, £x cannot 
ever bear a S ; hence, in view of Step C, we have (atl,aim) G Ts™+1 

for some number sm+l = s'. So, if we set im + 1 = tx then the conjunc
tion aio = a 0 &(V/) [ O S j g m l 1 => ai} = ^ . + 1 = AjyJ &<a0 ,a0) 
G T0

V-+' & (V;) [ 0 < j g m + l ^ (aij9 a, Y > G T0
5-+i ] holds for 

a suitably specified sequence t/0, t/1? • • -, ym+i. It follows by induction 
that some infinite subset of {a{ \ i G N} is a branch of T0. It now re
mains only to be shown that T0 is finite-branching if 7\ is finite-
branching and that T0 is uniformly co-enumerable relative to Ti9 i.e., 
that there is a fixed r.e. set y such that ( Va) ( V/3) [ (a an infinite branch 
of Tltkß an infinite branch of T 0 & j 3 Ç a ^ a - ß — aDy] (for 
if such a y exists then, obviously, it is also the case that each infinite 
branch a of Tl can include at most one infinite branch ß of T0). But 
to verify the uniform co-enumerability condition, we need only note 
that (because of the "largeness criterion" according to which h0 is 
determined in Step A) p0 satisfies the condition: (Vra) (Vn) (Vg) 
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[(m G 8p0 àc n = Po(m) & q Gfi(m) - {m} & nGf^q) - {q}) 
=>(q G àpo^ f\*(q) eventually bears a HB and hence no member of 
püj *(Q) belongs to an infinite branch of T0)]. For, from this special 
feature^ of p0 it follows easily that if y = {n \ n G ô/x & (3u;) (3z) 
[n G (̂t£>) — {u;} & z G ^(n) — {n} & p o ^ ) = %] } then y is a recur
sively enumerable set such that (a an infinite branch of Txacß an 
infinite branch of T0 6c ß C a) => a — ß = a Pi y. Finally, T0 is finite-
branching if Tx is. For, given x0 G pp0> it is clear from the construc
tion that if x0 is drawing new p0-preimages from pkWo at stage s then 
it continues to draw them solely from pkWo at all stages t > s unless 
go(*o> *) J^ §0(̂ 0» ^ "" 1) f° r some t > s. Thus, all the p0-preimages of 
x0 lie in the union of just finitely many sets pkw. The proof of Theroem 
2.2 is therewith complete. 

2.3. REMARKS. (1): Our technique in proving Theorem 2.2 derives 
from Yates' proof of [20, Theorem 3]. In the latter proof, Yates 
showed that a cohesive 11? set can be so constructed as to bound the 
principal function of a given (infinite) X2 set. We can analogously 
strengthen Theorem 2.2, replacing the arbitrary A2 function in the 
statement of the theorem by the principal function of an arbitrarily 
given infinite 2§ set- All that is required for such a strengthening is 
to observe that every infinite 22 set has an infinite subset recursive in 
01 and that such a subset can be enumerated in increasing order by 
a A2 function. (2): After seeing a pre-print of this article, Alfred Man-
aster devised a proof of Theorem 2.2 which is similar to but shorter 
than our above proof. We are inclined to prefer the proof as given 
above, however, since it seems to us that it affords a slightly more 
dynamic view of the construction of T0 from Tx than does Manaster's 
more concise version. 

We further observe at this point that A. N. Degtev has given an 
independent construction for a particular co-r.e. f-retraceable set, in 
terms of the "deficiency sets" of recursive functions (cf. [ 19] ). (For 
the definition of "£-retraceable" see §3 below.) His procedure can be 
adapted, without very much difficulty, to the problem of proving 
Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries in the special case of regressive sets 
with r.e. complements; for regressive sets in general, however, there 
would seem to be no routine extension of his technique which would 
lead to the full Theorem 2.2. Thus, from a general point of view, it 
would appear better to work with trees in a direct manner, as in the 
present article. 

Let T0 -3 * Tx mean that T0 -3 Tl & ( Va) ( V/3) [(a an infinite branch 
of Tl&cß an infinite branch of T0 & ß Ç a) => a — ß is recursively 
enumerable in a]. (Recall that a set rx is said to be recursively enumer-
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able in a set T2 just in case TX = pf where / is a function recursive 
in T2.) The ease with which we were able to build uniform co-
enumerability into our construction of T0 in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
might cause the reader to wonder just how much is added to 7\-
skeletonhood by requiring specifically that T0 be a uniformly co-
enumerable 7\-skeleton. Before proceeding to §3, we pause to prove 
a theorem which shows that there is, in fact, a considerable gap even 
between the relations T0 -3* Tl and T0 -3+ Tv 

2.4. THEOREM. Let ß be an arithmetical subset of N, and let 
{Wn

ß}n=0 be an enumeration of all sets recursively enumerable in 
ß. Then there exist semicomputable trees T0 and Tx such that 

(2.4i) TY has a unique infinite branch-, 

(2An) T0^*Ti;and 

(2.4iii) (Voo) (Ma{) [(OQ = an infinite branch of T0àc<xi = an in
finite branch of Tlàca0Ç. a{) =* (Mm) [ax — OQ ^ ax fi 
WJ]]. 

PROOF. Since ß is arithmetical, there exists a number n0 such that 
/8 = 0(no>. (Following the (standard) practice of [13], we denote 
by a the degree (of unsolvability) of a given set aÇ. N and by 
0(m) the degree of the ra-th jump of the empty set; = denotes less-
than-or-equal-to in the sense of the upper semilattice of degrees of un
solvability.) Now, for any n G N there exist a n£+i set ax and a 
n£ + 2

 se* y s u c n that ai is the unique infinite branch of a semicom
putable tree TY satisfying (Vx) (My) [(x,y) G Tx = ^ x = t/], y is the 
unique infinite branch of a semicomputable tree T satisfying ( Vx) ( My) 
[<x, y) G T =>x ^ y], ax = 0<n + 1>, and y = 0<n+2); in case 
n = 1 this follows from [13, Theorem 4.14 (2)], while for n = 0 we 
appeal also to [7, Theorem T3] and [19, Theorem 2]. Let ax,y be 
so chosen, with n = n0. Let p, q be the partial recursive functions 
defining 7\, T, respectively. Following the procedure used in the 
proof of [7, Proposition P4], we define a partial recursive function 
a) by the condition that (x, y) G the graph of w <=> [ x £ S p & p*(*) ^ 
òq & y G p(x) & p*(y) = q(p*(x))]. It is easily checked that co defines 
a tree T0 whose unique infinite branch OQ is the range of the com
posite function paj (py(x)), where pai enumerates ax in natural order 
and py enumerates y in natural order. Clearly oo Ç a l5 and so (noting 
that 8o) Ç op & ( Vx) [x G ôo> => co(x) G p(x)] ) we have T0 -3 Tx. 
Moreover, since ( Vx) [ x G a 0 ^ ( x £ a 1 & p*(*) ^ y)] w e have that 
ao is a nJJo+2

 s e t . Thus N — «o is 2n0+2 , s o th a t N ~" «o is recursively 
enumerable in any set of degree 0(no + 1>. In particular, then, N — <XQ 
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is recursively enumerable in av It follows that (N — OQ) D ai9 i.e., 
ai ~~ «0? is recursively enumerable in ax; hence r o -3* 7\. Finally, if 
(3m) [ai — OQ = ax H Wm

ß] then (since (Vra) {Wm
ß is recursive in 

OK + D]) we have o b ^ 0 ( n o + 1>. But it is easy to see that 
ûfo = 0(n° + 1) =>y ^ a\. Hence, since y is strictly larger 
than a1? we conclude that (Vm) [oti — OQ ^ oti Pi Wm

ß], and the 
proof is complete. 

2.5. REMARK. Theorem 2.4 is by no means a comprehensive survey 
of the discrepancy between -3* and -3+ for semicomputable trees; in 
particular, one might inquire about a precise violation of uniformity, 
in the sense of the existence of semicomputable trees T0 and TY such 
that TQ -3 7\ & (Vao) (Vaj) [(o^ = an infinite branch of T0 & aY = 
an infinite branch of 7\ & o^ Ç «i) => (3n) [ax — OQ = ax D Wn] ] & 
-i (3n)(Vao)(Va1) [(oo = an infinite branch of T0 & ax = an infinite 

branch of Tl & oo C aL) => ax — OQ = «! fì Wn] . We think that such 
pairs of trees exist, but do not at present have any clear ideas about 
proving it. Also left open are the questions whether Theorem 2.4 can 
be extended into the hyperarithmetical hierarchy, and whether an 
example can be found in which (2.4i) is replaced by the condition that 
7\ have uncountably many branches. Finally, we mention that the 
proof of Theorem 4.14 (2) of [13] is sufficiently effective to allow us 
to prove the following, where ~3+

A is defined exactly as is ~3+ except 
that y is allowed to be any fixed arithmetical subset of N : There are 
semicomputable trees 7\ and T0 such that (i) Tx has No infinite 
branches, each of which is arithmetical, (ii) T0 -3* T1? and (iii) 
T0-M+

A Tv 

3. Some applications to the class of regressive isols. In this section, 
we shall indicate a few applications of Theorem 2.2 within its most 
obvious domain of relevance: the theory of regressive isols. (For an 
excellent survey of the basic results on regressive isols, the reader is 
referred to Dekker's paper [ 10] ; more recent results can be found, for 
example, in [3], [4], [5], [6], [12], and [17]. Some of these 
articles, as well as some others less recent (e.g. [2] ), contain results 
which can be immediately sharpened by applying the "thinning" 
technique of the present paper.) 

Following well-established notational practice, we let AR(AZR) 

denote the class of regressive (co-simple regressive) isols ([10]); and 
we let A* denote the ring of isolic integers, defined in [8, Chapter 
XI]. AR*(A*R) will denote the subring of A* generated by AR 

(by AZR)- Since it is customary to include the finite isols (i.e., the 
natural numbers) among the members of both AR and AZR, we 
shall use AR00 (respectively AZR) to denote the class of infinite re-
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gressive (infinite co-simple regressive) isols; and similarly for the 
notations AR*°° ,A?R. 

As shown in [9], each member of AR has a retraceable repre
sentative. We shall say that an isol A is invariantly retraceable 
provided that (Va) [ a G A ^ a i s retraceable]. (Our use of boldface 
capital roman letters for isols will not clash with our boldface notation 
for degrees, since we never use capital roman letters for degrees.) Let 
A be called hereditarily invariantly retraceable ^ df (MB) [B ^ 
A => B is invariantly retraceable]. (Here, of course, ^ means 
isolic less-than-or-equal-to as defined in [8].) It is a simple exercise 
to show that invariant retraceability implies hereditary invariant 
retraceability, so that the two concepts are in fact equivalent. By a 
totally retraceable isol we shall mean an isol A such that for every 
regressive isol B and every pair of sets a, ß, we have (a G A & 
) 3 G B & j 8 Ç a ) ^ B is invariantly retraceable. Let *3cR denote 
the class of all totally retraceable isols. Theorem 1 of [ 14], which 
we shall here obtain (in strengthened form) as Theorem 3.4, implies 
the existence of a rich supply of isols belonging to the class O cR. In 
preparation for this result, we shall now derive an appropriate speciali
zation of Theorem 2.2. 

3.1 THEOREM. Let TY be a non-trivial semicomputable tree, and let 
f be the partial recursive function whose graph is TY\ we assume 
0 Épp/i- (The latter assumption is inessential; it is only a matter of 
convenience.) Then there exists a semicomputable tree T0 such that 
T0 -3+ T1? T0 is finite-branching if 7\ is, and T0 has in addition the 
following property, where p0 is the partial recursive function whose 
graph is T0: 

(*) (Mx)[xG8p0=>p0(x)^x] & 

(V«) (Md) (Me) (Mn) ( Mm) [(aG a branch ofT0àca infinite & pa = 
the function from N into N which enumerates a in order of magnitude 
& max{£, d} ^ n < m & tpd

l is one-to-one on 8(pd
l & {pa(n), pa(m)} G 

PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a semicomputable tree T2 

defined by a partial recursive function p2 such that T2 ~3+ 7\ & T2 is 
finite-branching if 7\ is & T2 is f-dominant where f is the identity 
function: f(x) = x for all x. Then, as is easily seen, p2 retraces each 
infinite branch of T2. There is no loss of generality in assuming, in 
fact, that (Mx)[x G 8p2 => p2(x) â x] ; for any such modification of 
p2 as may be needed to actually achieve this can affect only Ûie finite 
branches of T2, and we can easily insure retention of property (b) of 
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§1. We shall next define a A2 function ^ : N—» N such that if T0 is 
any ^-dominant uniformly co-enumerable T2-skeleton (which is 
finite-branching provided T2 is) then T0 meets the demands of the 
theorem. The definition of^ in terms of p2 is as follows: 

0, ifx = 0; 

1 + V(x - 1), if x > 0 & x $ 8p2; 

(IJLZ)[Z>V(X- 1 ) & 

(Vd)(Ve)(Vfc)(V£)(Vj) [ ( d ^ x & e ^ x & 

«Pd1 is one-to-one on 8<pd
l & fc G p2(x) H 8<pd

l & 

£ = <pd\k) & £ 6 ^ & j = ^ W ) => 

( Vu>) [(wG 8<pd
l &cjè ipd\w)) =>z>w]]& 

(Vd)(Vfc)(V£) [ ( d ^ x & y ^ U s 

one-to-one on S ^ 1 & fc G p2(x) ^ S ^ 1 &£ = 

^ ) ) - > ( V « ; ) [ ( u ) G 8 ^ & ^ W W ) ^ 2 > u ; ] ] , 

if x > 0 & x G ôp2. 

It is easily verified that ^ is a strictly increasing A2 function. Hence, 
by Theorem 2.2, T2 has a uniformly co-enumerable T2-skeleton T0 

such that T0 is ^-dominant and is finite-branching if T2 is. 
Let p0 be the partial recursive function whose graph is T0. We note 
that (by the definition of the relation -3 ) we have 8p0 Q 8p2 & 
(Vx)[x G 8p0 => po(x) G p2(x)] ; moreover, we have 0 $ p p 2 , since 
PP2 Q pfi & 0 (f p/L . These conditions imply that 0 (£ pp0; and 
they further imply that every infinite branch of T0 is retraced by p0. 
Now let a be an infinite subset of some branch r of T0; and let pa be 
the function which enumerates a in order of magnitude. Let d be a 
number such that «p^1 is one-to-one on 8<pd

l, and let £ G IV. Suppose 
n e m a x { d , ß } , m > n, {pa(n), p a(m)}C 8<pd\ and <pd

l(pa(n)) G S^ 1 . 
Since pp0 C 8p0 Q 8p2 & ( Vx) [x G ôp0 =* po(*) €= P2W] > we see that 
pa(n) G p2(p0(pa(m))); also, p0{pa{m)) > 0 since 0 $ pp0. Hence, by 
the definition of ^ , ^(poip^rn))) is larger than w for every number w 
such that u; G 8<pd

l &c<pd
l(w) ^ <Pel(<Pdl(Pa(n)))- But> since T0 is ty-

dominant, we therefore have that pa(m) is larger than w for every w 
satisfying w G 8<pd

l & <pd
l(w) g <pe

l(<Pdl(Pa(n))). Thus <pd
l(pa(m)) > 

<Pel(<Pdl(pÂn)))> a n d we have completed the proof. (Note that the con
dition 8p0 C 8p2 & ( Vx)[x G 8po => p0(*) ^ p2(x)] guarantees ( Vx) 
[x G 8po => po(x) = x] and so insures the initial clause in (* ).) 

¥(*) = 
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Our next theorem singles out for special notice two related, useful 
properties of (branches of) those trees T0 which can be obtained from 
given trees by applying Theorem 3.1. Let us say, for want of better 
terminology, that a non-trivial semicomputable tree T0 defined by a 
partial recursive function p0 is uniformly thin-branched <^>

df the pair 
(T0, po) satisfies the condition (*) in the statement of Theorem 3.1. 
Property (2) below is one which various other authors (e.g., Ellentuck, 
J. Gersting, and A. N. Degtev) have studied under a variety of labels 
(but not in the present conceptual framework of trees). Property (1) 
is a standard domination property. 

3.2. THEOREM. Let T0 be a uniformly thin branched, non-trivial, 
semicomputable tree; and let p0 be the partial recursive function 
whose graph is T0. lfris an infinite branch ofT0 and pT is the function 
which enumerates r in order of magnitude and <pe

l is any partial re
cursive function, then 

(1) (3m1)(Vn)[(nè m± & n G S^1) =*pT(n) è <Pèl(n)] >a n ( ì 

(2) (3m2)( Vn) [(n è m2 & n G T & p0(n) G *pe
l)=*n > <pe

l(p0(n))]. 

PROOF. Letting T\ be any semicomputable tree such that T0 -3+ 7\ 
(e.g., take Tx = T0), take (pd

l = the identity function and apply 
Theorem 3.1; since po(n) < n for all those n G ôpo such that po*(w) 
> 0, part (2) follows at once. For part (1), let a partial recursive func
tion pi be defined as follows: (x, y) G the graph of pY «=> df% ^ Spo & 
p0*(x) + 1 £ ò<pe

l & y = <pe
l(po*(x) + 1)- Let « be a number such 

that <pu
l = PJ. By part (2), there is a number ra2 such that (n i£ ra2 & 

n G T & p0(n) G8(pu
l)=>n> <pu\po(n)). Now, clearly, p0*(pT(n)) = n 

for all n, since p 0 retraces r. We set mx = m2 + 1. Suppose n^mx 

&cn £ 8<pe
l. Then p0*(pT(n — 1)) = n — 1. Since (n — 1) + 1 = 

n G ftp«,1, we have that <pu
l(pT(n — 1)) is defined and = <pe

l(n). But 
therefore, since p,.(n) = n > ra2 & pT(n) G T & p0(pT(n)) = pT(n — 1) G 
S^u1, we get pT(n) > ^ ( p o ^ n ) ) ) = ^ ( f l r f a - 1)) = ^ ( n ) . (1) is 
thus verified, taking mi = m2 + 1 as just indicated. 

3.3 REMARK. Our proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that the implication 
(2) => (1) holds for all retraceable sets. Regarding the converse, it 
can rather easily be shown that (1) => (2) does not hold for all retrace
able sets. In fact, while it can easily be shown that ppT2pTl has property 
(1) if Ti does (TX, T2 infinite), one can construct infinite co-r.e. retrace
able sets Ti and r2 such that rx has property (2) while ppT2pTl does 
not. 

An infinite set T which satisfies condition (2) in the statement of 
Theorem 3.2 (relative to a partial recursive function p0 such that p0 
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retraces r) is termed T-retraceable in [11]. (As noted in [11], the 
terminology originated with Judith Gersting.) To avoid any possible 
confusion with our notation for trees, we shall here change to lower 
case and refer to such sets as being t-retraceable. By the obvious ex
tension of terminology, an isol A is said to be t-retraceable provided 
it contains at least one t-retraceable set. That each infinite branch T 
of a uniformly thin-branched tree is f-retraceable is just part (2) of 
Theorem 3.2 above; that each such T is totally t-retraceable is an im
mediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 below. 

From now on, we shall use [a] as an alternative form of notation for 
the isol A satisfying a G A; if a is represented as (the range of) a 
sequence (ai)°°i=o, then [<Oi)l=o] is also admitted as a notation for 
the isol containing a. We shall say that an infinite isol [a] is totally 
t-retraceable ~ df(MB) (Vj3) (Vy) (Vr) [(r G [a] &c ß G B&cy G 
B & B is infinite and regressive & ß Q r) => y is a f-retraceable set]. 
It is obvious that [a] totally £-retraceable => [a] totally retraceable. 
We are now ready to derive our main corollary to Theorem 2.2. 

3.4 THEOREM, (cf. [14, Theorem 1]). Let T0 be any uniformly 
thin-branched, non-trivial, semicomputable tree. Thenar) [(r = an 
infinite branch of T0) =>[T] is totally t-retraceable]. Thus every non-
trivial semicomputable tree Tx admits a semicomputable, uniformly 
co-enumerable Tvskeleton T0 such that T0 is finite-branching ifTx is 
and each infinite branch of T0 determines a totally t-retraceable isol. 
In particular, if Wn is a recursively enumerable set whose comple
ment is infinite, immune, and regressive, then there exists a recursively 
enumerable set Wm such that Wn C Wm & the complement of Wm 

represents an infinite, totally t-retraceable isol. 

PROOF. Suppose T is an infinite branch of T0; and let a be an 
infinite subset of T. Let <pd

lbe a one-to-one partial recursive function 
such that a C 8<pdl; and suppose <pe

l is a partial recursive function 
which regresses <Pdl(a)- By (*), m > n ^ max{d, e} ^ye\Vd\pJ<v))) 
< <Pdl(Pa(m))- But also, if m> n^ max{e, d}= d, (*) yields 
<Pdl(pa(n)) < VdKpÀ™))' (Simply take e = 0 so that <pe

l = the identity 
function.) Thus, there exists a fixed finite set F such that (ns= 
max{e, d} &<pe

l(<Pdl(Pa(n))) > <pd
l(pa(n))) ^*>e W ( p > ) ) ) G F. Thus, 

<pe
l maps elements of <pd

l(a) to smaller elements of <Pdl(<*) with at most 
finitely many exceptions. Therefore <Pdl(<x) is retraced by some finite 
modification, <pe>

l, of<pe
l. But, as already noted, (Pdl(paM) > ^d1(p«(n)) 

whenever m > n ^ d. Hence there exists a number no = d such 
that n > no ^(pe'KVdKpaW)) = ipd\pa(n - 1)). Taking n > 
max {no, k], then, we have: <pk

l(<pe>l(<Pdl(Pa(n + 1)))) = <Pk\<Pd\Pa(n))) 
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< <PdKpa{n + !))• It is thus proven that <Pdl(<*) is, in fact, t-retraceable. 
To get the last assertion in the statement of Theorem 3.4 as a special 
case of what has just been proved, simply note that if T0 -3 + T1 and 
TX is an infinite co-r.e. branch of T1? then r0 is also co-r.e. where 
T0 = the unique infinite branch r of T0 such that r Ç Ty. 

As a second application, we get a virtually instantaneous proof of 
a stronger version of [13, Lemma 4.21] (the proof of which was 
merely sketched in [13] ). 

3.5 THEOREM. Let Tx be a non-trivial semicomputable tree. Then 
there exists a semicomputable tree T0, defined by a partial recursive 
function p0, such that T0 -3+ Tx & T0 is finite-branching ifTx is finite-
branching & (Vr)[(r = an infinite branch of T0) => (p0 retraces T & 
T S O ' ) ] . 

PROOF. Applying Theorem 3.1, let T0 be a uniformly thin-branched 
tree such that T0 -3+ Tx & T0 is finite-branching provided 7\ is. Then 
each infinite branch r of T0 is retraced by p0, where p0 is the partial 
recursive function defining T0. Moreover, each such T has property 
(1) of Theorem 3.2; i.e., if pT is the function which enumerates r in 
order of magnitude then pT eventually bounds any given partial 
recursive function. But this latter property is well known to imply 
that r Ï= 01, and the proof is complete. 

It is natural to inquire whether £-retraceability is an isolic invariant; 
i.e., whether [a] f-retracable z=>a £-retraceable. Since obviously any 
f-retraceable set is hyperimmune, the following theorem shows that 
the answer is in the negative. 

3.6 THEOREM. There exists a nonrecursive, recursively enumerable 
set W and a 1-1 partial recursive function p such that N — W is a t-
retraceable set & N — WQ òpàc p(N — W) is not hyperimmune. 

PROOF. The proof is a virtual repetition of the proof of [16, 
Theorem 1] ; so, since it is possible to prove a stronger theorem (see 
Theorem 3.7 below), we shall merely outline the procedure. We 
replace Lemma 1 of [16] by the following Lemma 1'. There exists 
a co-infinite r.e. set a having the following property: N — a is t-
retraced by a partial recursive function / such that there is a total 
recursive function r satisfying ( Vn) [r(n) > card ({x | x G 8 / & 
f*(x) = n})]. The proof of this modified version of [16, Lemma 
1] proceeds in exactly the same way as the proof of [16, Lemma 1] 
itself, except that in the construction we move markers so as to 
secure f-retraceability (of the set of final marker-positions) rather 
than mere eventual bounding of arbitrary partial recursive functions; 
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it remains easy to display a recursive bound r(m) on the total num
ber of different positions held by the marker Am during the course of 
the construction. Having proved Lemma 1 ', we finish by repeating 
verbatim the argument for [16, Theorem 1] given on p. 83 of [16]. 

By suitably combining the constructions of [15] and [16, 
proof of Theorem 1], we can establish the following stronger result: 

3.7 THEOREM. There exists a nonrecursive recursively enumerable 
set W and a 1-1 partial recursive function p such that N — W is t-
retraceable & N — W Ç 8p&cp(N — W) is neither retraceable nor 
hyperimmune. 

We shall omit the proof of Theorem 3.7, since it is both cumbersome 
and ad hoc. 

In conclusion, as further illustrations of the uses of Theorem 2.2, we 
state without proof three theorems (representing refinements of 
known results) which are simple corollaries to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
(For the definition of the relation â * mentioned in 3.9, see [2], [4], 
or [10]; as Barback has shown in [4], ^ * restricted to AR XAB 

coincides with A< IARXAR> where A^ is the canonical extension to 
isols of the ordinary ^ relation in N X N.) 

3.8 THEOREM. If A G A R 0 0 and a EL A, then there is a n^0 set 
ß such that [aPl/3] G A R ° ° & [aC\ß] is multiple-free ([8]); whence 
[a D ß] is neither an odd nor an even isol; whence (see [10] for a 
discussion of the 4y- operators and their connection with idempotency) 
the isols ^2n([« H/3] ) and <ï>2n+i([a H/3] ) have non-trivial idem-
potent difference in Afi*. 

3.9 THEOREM. Let A G A R 0 0 , a 6= A. Then there exist sets ß,y, 
and r such that ß is III0 & {[y], [r] } Ç AR" & [a Hß] = [y] + 
[r] & [y] ^ * [T] & [r] ^ * [y], (In the co-simple case, if a is a 
retraceable III0 set having degree a where a1 = 011, then we can 
require ß = y = r = a; this, however, follows not from Theorem 3.1 
but from a variant of Theorem 2.2. 

3.10 THEOREM (refining to the co-simple case an improvement due 
to Gersting of a theorem of Hassett). There exist isols A G AZA and 
BGAzR such that B is an isolic summand of A but O/A) ^§* 
B fails for all strictly increasing recursive functions f 

We remark that an even stronger result than Theorem 3.10 is ob
tainable via the techniques of the present paper: if a is a given r.e. 
degree satisfying a1 = 01 1 and y is a 1110 regressive set of degree 
a, then, in Theorem 3.10, we can require that A be a multiple-free 
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isol represented by a 111 ° subset a of y such that a = a. (Note that 
this simultaneously strengthens 3.8 in the co-simple case.) 

4. Relativization. It is easily seen that the results of the preceding 
sections can be relativized routinely to non-semicomputable trees. 
For instance, when thus relativized Theorem 2.2 becomes 

THEOREM 2.2*. Let d be any fixed degree of unsolvability; and let 
Tl be a non-trivial tree whose defining function pi is partial recursive 
in d. Let g be a function from N into N such that g is A2 in d. Then, 
there exists a tree T0 (finite-branching ifTx is) such that 

(2.2*i) the function p0 whose graph is T0 is partial recursive 
in d; 

(2.2*ii) T() -3 Ti; 

(2.2*iii) (3n) ( Voo) (Mai) [(OQ = an infinite branch ofT0 & ax 

= an infinite branch of Tx & OQ Q ax) => ax — a$ = 
ai rï W n

d] , where Wn
d = the n-th set recursively 

enumerable in d; and 

(2.2*iv) T0 is g-dominant. 
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